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Abstract

In Schor’s (1993) book, she claimed that American’s were overworked. With
hindsight, this turns out to be only half right. What has happened is an increase in
the dispersion of labor supply, with more individuals working long or short hours,
respectively, now than in 1980. Simultaneously, wage inequality has also increased.
Recent research suggests that the widening income distribution plays an important
causal role in determining labor supply patterns. Using a sensitive version of the
Panel Study on Income Dynamics linked to the Current Population Survey, this
claim is tested. Little support is found for the claim that either inequality in the
workplace or inequality in the community increases labor supply. The results are
robust to different measures of inequality, different specification of the reference
group, and different panel data estimation techniques. The conclusion is that the
positive correlation between work hours and inequality at the occupational level
found by previous researchers is capturing variations in the underlying institutional
structure of occupations.
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Introduction

In Schor’s (1993) book The Overworked American, she claimed that the average American

worker experienced an almost unprecedented increase in average weekly work hours over

the 1970’s and 1980’s. Some years later, it has become clear that Schor was half right1.

Mean weekly hours for women have increased somewhat, from 33 hours per week in

1981 to about 37 hours per week in 2005. Mean weekly work hours for men, however,

remained essentially unchanged at approximately 42 hours per week. But, as others

have documented, the big change in labor supply during the last two and a half decades

is in the dispersion of work hours among individuals and households. The share of

the work force that works at least 49 or less than 35 hours per week, respectively, has

increased significantly, especially for men. This development mirrors the increase in

income inequality in the United States that also began around 1980 (Mishel, Bernstein

and Allegretto 2007).

On the face of it, the presences of these parallel trends seems self explanatory. The

income distribution is a result of the labor supply distribution. But, most of the increase

in inequality came from high incomes pulling away from the rest of the distribution. High

income individuals are almost exclusively salaried, thus their income cannot increase with

their work hours, at least in the short run. This fact suggests that the income distribution

may be both a result of and a cause of the distribution of work hours.2 The assertion that

inequality can have a causal effect on work effort and work hours is widely supported by

an ever growing body of theoretical and empirical work suggesting that individuals both

have preferences over the distribution of income and react to it (Akerlof 1982, Akerlof and

Yellen 1990, Fehr and Schmidt 1999, Fehr, Kirchler, Weichbold and Gachter 1998, Lazear

1See (Jacobs and Gerson 2005) for a very detailed description of the patterns of individual and family
labor supply from the 1970’s to the present.

2This fact has been suggested by a number of authors up to this point (Bell and Freeman 2001, Bowles
and Park 2005, Frank 2005, Frank and Levine 2007, Landers, Rebitzer and Taylor 1996, Schor 1998).
Some of these arguments will be discussed in more detail later.
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and Rosen 1981). The results of these studies have lead many people to attempt to find

support for the mechanisms described, in particular, in the theoretical work. Very few

of the studies looking for evidence of a causal link between wage inequality and effort or

work hours use real world empirical data. The empirical work thus far has been almost

exclusively experimental, and has focused on work effort not hours.

This paper adds to the literature trying to establish the existence of, and provide

explanations for, a causal link running from wage inequality to labor supply. In so doing,

it covers a number of limitations to the existing work. First, the different hypotheses

for why a causal link might exist hinge on different dimensions of inequality, specifically

work versus community. Empirical work base on Lazear and Rosen’s (1981) tournament

model of the firm argues that wage inequality determines work hours because of the in-

centive that inequality provides to work hard and get a promotion, thus it requires a

measure of inequality defined by the workplace. Empirical studies loosely deriving from

Veblen’s (1899) and Duesenberry’s (1949) arguments that a given individual’s consump-

tion is partially determined by the consumption of others requires a measure of income

inequality defined over an individual’s social reference group, one of which is the com-

munity the individual resides in. This is the first analysis, as far as the author knows,

that attempts to distinguish between these two dimensions of inequality. Second, unlike

other analyses, this paper uses a true panel data set, the Panel Study of Income Dy-

namics (PSID), which is linked to the Current Population Survey (CPS) by Metropolitan

Statistical Area for community and (experience, education) cells for workplace, using a

sensitive3 set of geographic identifiers made available upon request by the administers

of the PSID. This allows the reliable calculation of group statistics using the CPS data,

while still being able to use fixed effects regression.

3The Panel Study of Income Dynamics provides, upon request, a set of geographic identifiers which
are not publicly available. This allows the identification of the location of a given household down to the
census tract. Because of the nature of the identifiers, this PSID does not allow researchers using them
to share any of the data resulting from their use.
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To briefly summarize the results, it is found that, in the cross section there is a

positive correlation between workplace inequality and both work hours and the share

of men working long hours, respectively. And, in the cross section, there is a positive

correlation between community inequality and the share of men working long hours,

though not mean work hours. However, in the fixed effects regressions this correlation goes

away. The effect of both workplace inequality and community inequality are consistently

negative, even after controlling for endogenous self selection into reference groups. This

is in stark contrast with the results of others who have found consistently estimated a

positive coefficient on work hours in a labor supply regression. The conclusion is that

studies that aggregate up above the individual return a positive coefficient because of

underlying institutional differences across subgroups that determine both the work hours

and wage distribution.

The paper is organized as follows. Section I reviews the existing literature, including

the theoretical underpinnings of the directly relevant empirical work. Section II addresses

some of the empirical difficulties inherent in estimating these regressions, especially the

Reflection Problem (Manski 1993), and describes the main variables of interest. Sec-

tion III describes the data and presents some background statistics, some of which have

been addressed by other authors as well. Section IV presents and discusses the regression

results in the context of the existing hypotheses for why a causal relationship between

inequality and labor supply might exist. Section V investigates the short-comings of the

existing literature, and explains why the results found here differ. Section VI concludes.

I. Existing Literature

Schor (1993) claimed that, in 1993, the U.S. workforce was in the middle of a historically

unprecedented increase in the amount of weekly and annual hours worked. However,

Jacobs and Gerson (2005, p.19) demonstrate that, with the benefit of hindsight, the
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upward trend that Schor identifies is an artifact of beginning the analysis in the mid-

1970’s. The mid-1970’s is the historical low point for mean weekly work hours since

World War II. All Schor did was identify the return of weekly work hours to its pre-

1975 levels. But, what Schor did accomplish was to draw attention to the fact that

there were meaningful changes in labor supply patterns happening during this time.

Specifically, as Jacobs and Gerson (2005) document but do not explain, what happened

was not an increase in mean work hours, but instead an increase in the dispersion of

work hours. Beginning in the 1980’s, there was a significant increase in the share of

individuals working at least 49 hours per week (long hours) or less than 35 hours per

week (short hours), respectively. These simultaneous trends are most pronounced for

well educated male household heads from middle and high income households (Jacobs

and Gerson 2005, Kuhn and Lozano 2008). Also beginning in the early 1980’s was the now

well documented increase in wage inequality in the U.S.. In 1980, the U.S. family income

gini coefficient was approximately 0.36, since then it has increased to approximately 0.44,

a 22% increase (Mishel et al. 2007).

Most likely because of the increase in income inequality, research on the behavioral

implications of inequality gained a new life. The purpose of this paper is to further

investigate the causal role that income inequality plays in determining labor supply.

The modern incarnation of the questions surrounding income inequality, effort and work

hours choices, and labor demand begins with three papers: Akerlof (1982), Akerlof and

Yellen (1990), and Lazear and Rosen (1981). To the author’s knowledge, there are no

papers that attempt to apply the Akerlof (1982) partial gift exchange model or the Akerlof

and Yellen (1990) “Fair-Wage Effort Hypothesis” to real world empirical applications and

the question of labor supply. Because of this, these two papers will be set aside at least

for now. The Lazear and Rosen paper, on the other hand, provides the main theoretical

foundation for one of the two strands of research that attempts to explicitly link income
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inequality to labor supply. Thus, it warrants discussion in some detail. The second strand

of research, and its theoretical foundations will be addressed next.

Lazear and Rosen (1981) argue that firms, and by extension the labor market, resemble

a tournament. Or, more precisely, if firms and the labor market resemble a tournament,

then the worker effort problem that asymmetric information generates can be solved. The

thrust of the model is as follows. A firm cannot perfectly monitor a worker’s investment

in a job, where investment is understood to be the aggregation of a number of behaviors,

one of which is effort expended on the job. The firm can only observe output. Output is

a function of two unobservable terms: investment and a random term. The firm’s goal

is to induce maximum investment in all of its workers, so that any variation is output

is random. If the firm pays a piece-rate according to the level of output, then a worker

can provide low levels of effort when the random term is high, and earn the same wage

as when investment is high but the random term is low. But, if the firm pays a fixed

wage according to a worker’s relative output, this problem is eliminated. This structure is

known as a tournament. The wage structure is predetermined, and workers are paid the

wage associated with their respective ranks rank in the tournament, which is determined

by relative output. The workers know that their earnings are determined by relative

output.

For a given worker, the best response to the investment decisions of all other workers

is to provide the level of investment such that the marginal utility of investment is equal

to the wage determined by the worker’s relative output, or her rank in the tournament.

The more unequal the distribution of payoffs in the tournament, the higher the marginal

return to moving from rank n to n + 1, assuming a given probability of moving between

ranks and that the number of ranks in the tournament that has a positive payoffs also

remains unchanged. An increase in the dispersion of payoffs causes an increase in worker

effort, all else equal, because the marginal return to effort increases. In the real world,
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it is often the case that neither output nor effort are (perfectly) observable, in this case

the firm will impute a worker’s effort or output based on observable signals. One of the

likely candidates is labor supply.

This is precisely what Bell and Freeman (2001) and Kuhn and Lozano (2008) argue.

Bell and Freeman show that, in Germany, the probability of promotion is positively

correlated with work hours. The interpretation being, again, that work hours are a signal

of effort. In a very different context, and for very different reasons, Landers, Rebitzer,

and Taylor (1996) also draw the same conclusion. In this case, they find that lawyers

who work longer hours are the most likely to be promoted. The interpretation they give

is not that lawyers work long hours because of the pay structure within law firms, but

rather that because firms earn money based on the number of billable hours worked, they

have an incentive to promote the lawyers who work the longest hours. None-the-less, if

promotions for lawyers do not also come with a pay increase, it is quite unlikely that they

would still put in such long hours. Therefore, it is still the case that the distribution of

wages in the firm causes long work hours.

Bell and Freeman (2001) run a set of regressions using occupation level data from

Germany and the United States. Their measure of wage inequality, the gini coefficient,

is defined within a given occupation. They regress mean work hours in an occupation on

the gini coefficient of wages for that occupation, and find that they are positively corre-

lated. Using the evidence that work hours and the probability of promotion are positively

correlated, they conclude that the positive relationship between mean occupation work

hours and occupation wage inequality is due to the promotion incentive that inequality

provides. From now on, this explanation will be referred to as the “promotion incentive”

argument.

Kuhn and Lozano (2008) do something fundamentally quite similar to Bell and Free-

man, but with three meaningful differences. First, rather than trying to explain mean
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work hours in an occupation, they analyze the share of men ages 25 to 64 working greater

than 49 hours in a given occupation out of all employed men in that occupation. Second,

they use data only on the United States, derived from the Current Population Survey.

Third, their analysis adds a time-series element by tracing labor supply patterns of pop-

ulation subgroups through time. They find three important results. First, as with Bell

and Freeman, they find a positive correlation between the degree of inequality in an occu-

pation and the share of men working long hours. This is not surprising given that there

is likely a positive correlation between mean work hours and the share of men working

long hours, especially in occupations dominated by men.

More interesting, however, is the finding that the share of men working long hours

increased more in occupations where real wages were growing slowly than in occupations

where they were growing quickly. And, the share of men working long hours increased

more during the 1980’s when real wage growth was slow, then in the 1990’s when real

wage growth picked up somewhat for many men. This is important because it suggests

that changes in the level of inequality, or the level of inequality itself, may not universally

provide an incentive to work long hours. Think of the degree of wage inequality as

representing the possibility for advancement for a given worker in that occupation. When

real wages are growing quickly, for a given income distribution, workers do not need to

get promoted in order to increase their income. However, when real wages are growing

slowly, the only way to increase their income is to get a promotion, especially for salaried

workers. If the degree of income inequality reflects the marginal return to promotion, then

workers will only work towards a promotion if the possibility of promotion exists. Thus,

the level of inequality only provides an incentive to work long hours when real wages

are growing slowly. Although this does not undermine the thrust of their argument, it

at least suggests it is more complicated than simply arguing that inequality causes an

increase in work hours.
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The second strand of literature that specifically addresses the causal link running from

income inequality to labor supply derives from the work of Veblen (1899) and Duesen-

berry (1949), and more recently Frank (1985, 2005, 2007, 2007) and Schor (1998). This

strand consists primarily of two papers: Bowles and Park (2005) and Park (2005). The

empirical components of the two papers are quite different, but the theoretical underpin-

nings are the same. The basic idea is that utility depends not only on the level of one’s

own consumption but also on own consumption relative to the consumption of the given

individual’s reference group. Where the reference group is defined loosely as a group of

individuals located above a given individual in the income distribution.

In Bowles and Park (2005) a cross-country panel data set of OECD countries is used.

Because of this, all variables must be defined at the level of the country. If utility depends

positively on an individual’s relative consumption, and the reference group is defined as

above, then a mean preserving spread in the income distribution increases the distance

between a given individual and mean consumption of the individual’s reference group, all

else equal. This causes the individual to consume more. Because consumption must be

paid for, the individual must work longer hours. In the cross-country panel regression,

Bowles and Park interpret the positive correlation between the gini coefficient and mean

work hours as evidence of this process. Park (2005), on the other hand, looks at changes

in married female labor supply at the extensive margin 4. Park finds that the probability

of a of a married women being in the labor force is negatively correlated to the husband’s

relative wage. However, in this case, the reference group is defined along demographic

and geographic characteristics. The husband’s wage is compared to other married men

who are “similar” to the person in question, rather than simply to those wealthier than

him. Although this finding is in support of the consumption emulation hypothesis, these

results are not directly relevant here because it is difficult to compare results describing

4The extensive margin refers to the decision to be in or out of the labor force. The intensive margin
refers to work hours choices, conditional on being in the labor force.
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changes at the extensive margin with those change describing changes at the intensive

margin.

The explosion in behavioral and experimental research also provides a number of

reasons why there might be a causal link running from the distribution of income to

labor supply. Theoretical work such as Akerlof and Yellen’s (1990) extended model of

gift exchange, called the “Fair-Wage Effort Hypothesis,” suggests that effort is partially

determined by an individual’s wage relative to what the individual believes to be fair.

If the distribution of wages the individual uses to determine the fair wage changes, the

individual’s relative wage will also change. The direction of the change is determined

by the individual’s position in the wage distribution. Experimental research inspired

by the pioneering work of Fehr and Schmidt (1999) largely supports the claims made by

Akerlof (1982) and Akerlof and Yellen (1990). Specifically, these experiments consistently

document a positive correlation between chosen effort and the wage level, and chosen

effort and the relative wage.

II. Empirical Methodology

The only channel through which income inequality can determine labor supply is inter-

personal comparison. This is not to say that it is the process of interpersonal comparison

itself that determines labor supply. Rather, it is the much weaker assertion that for an in-

dividual to know the degree of inequality and her position in the income distribution, the

individual must compare her outcome to the outcomes of the others she deems relevant.

For example, if the firm resembles a tournament as Lazear and Rosen (1981) suggest,

then individuals choose their effort levels as a best response to the output of everyone

else. Or, put differently, Bell and Freeman (2001) present evidence that the probability of

promotion is positively correlated with labor supply, suggesting that hours worked over

and above the minimum required serves as a signal of the amount of effort expended on
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the job. The only way that long hours can serve as a signal that an individual is working

harder than others, and deserves a promotion, is if the individual is working longer hours

than everyone else. This feature implies that it is more correct to think of the effect of

income inequality as being embedded in a model of social interactions, in which individual

behavior is directly dependent on the behavior of others.

The basic social interactions model posits that an individual’s choice is a function of

the mean behavior of her reference group. To continue the above example, a true test of

the Lazear and Rosen model, when effort and output are not directly observable, is not

whether work hours tend to increase with wage inequality, but whether an individual’s

labor supply is an increasing function of mean labor supply of her reference group. And if

the probability of promotion is an increasing function of the individual’s labor supply rel-

ative to the reference group. This feature is a result of individual effort and output being

unobservable to the firm in many work environments and unobservable to the researcher

in almost all real world data sets. In the Lazear and Rosen model, the utility maximizing

level of investment is determined by the marginal utility of effort, which is a function

of the income distribution. This does not require that an individual actually compare

her behavior to the behavior of others. However, when using work hours as the signal of

relative output, the individual must actually work longer hours then her reference group

to demonstrate that her effort and/or output is higher. This is precisely the structure

of a social interactions model. Similarly, the correct test of the consumption emulation

hypothesis is whether individual consumption is an increasing function of mean and/or

the dispersion of reference group consumption. Evidence of this link has been provided

by others already. The next step is to link this behavior to labor supply. Estimating

equations like this, however, comes with a whole host of empirical difficulties, the most

important of which is the “Reflection Problem” (Manski 1993).
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A. Reference Groups

A reference group is simply a group of people that a given individual compares herself

to. The individual in question can be a member of the group and wants to appear to be

a member, is not be a member of the group but wants to a appear as if she is, or is a

member of the group and wants to appear as if she is not. Specifying a reference group

for consumption emulation that is consistent with Veblen’s (1899) arguments falls under

the second category: a given individual is assumed not to be a member of the reference

group but wants to appear as if she is. The reference group for the promotion incentive

argument falls under the third category: an individual who is a member of a group but

wants to appear as if she is not. The latter will be dealt with first, followed by the former.

The primary difficulty one confronts when defining a reference group is that it is con-

text specific. As a general rule of thumb, social psychologists argue that individuals tend

to compare themselves to others who are, on average, similar along lines relevant to the

context (Burke 2004). Definition of the work reference group is somewhat complicated.

The previous studies mentioned above that have looked specifically at the causal link

running from income inequality to labor supply have defined the work reference group

as the individual’s occupation. Under certain circumstances, and for certain hypotheses

this seems reasonable. For example, if an individual is trying to asses what a fair wage

for her job is, she will likely look at what other people in her occupation earn. However,

in the absence of a sufficient number of observations within the individual’s occupation

to make a judgement, the individual is likely to turn to other occupations that appear

to be similar to the individual’s occupation. For example, a janitor will look to what

other janitors earn, but will also likely look to other occupations such as groundskeepers,

house cleaners, building maintenance workers, and the like. This process is similar to how

Levine (1993) describes pay setting behavior by executives in large corporations. Levine

shows, through surveys of compensation setting executives, that pay for a given job is
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set by comparing pay rates both within the firm across occupations and within similar

occupations across firms. It also how Akerlof and Yellen (1990) claim that individuals

form a conception of what is a fair wage for their respective jobs.

If individuals make comparisons across occupations within firms, across firms within

occupations, and across occupations across firms to judge how much they should be

paid, this implies that they deem the pay levels associated with these jobs relevant to

how much they get paid. Also suggesting that a given individual views all of the jobs

in their reference group as attainable, in some sense. If this is true, then at the very

least occupation is too narrow a definition of reference group. It captures one aspect

of comparison, across firms within occupations, but entirely misses the remaining two.

There are a number of reasons why this omission is problematic. First, logic suggests

that the coefficient on wage inequality should be biased downwards by defining the group

too narrowly. However, as will be discussed below, this may not be the case. Second,

occupation is a somewhat nebulous term. For example, the mean within occupation

standard deviation of log real wages for employed men ages 25-64 is 0.037 while the

standard deviation of mean log wages across occupations is only 0.0275. If wages do

in fact correspond to the characteristics of workers in a systematic manner, this fact

suggests that the concept of occupation does not group workers with other workers who

are similar.

Finally, and most important, many promotions entail a change of occupation. Table 1

shows the share of wage changes greater than 5%, 10%, and 15%, respectively, from year

t− 1 to year t that are associated with a change of occupation. Assuming that the very

large majority, if not all, significant pay increases are the result of a promotion, 52% of

all 5% real wage increases, 55% of real wage increases over 10%, and 58% of all wage

increases over 15% entailed a promotion. It is difficult to see why the degree of inequality

5These statistics were calculated using the Current Population Survey by the author.
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within an occupation should provide an incentive to work long hours to gain a promotion

if more than half of all promotions entail a change in occupation.

Table 1. Share of heads who changed occupations when real hourly wage changed

Percent Change
0.05 0.1 0.15

Different Occ. 28452 22290 18352
Total 54316 40378 31855
Share 0.52 0.55 0.58

Source: Author’s calculations based on the Panel Study of Income Dynamics.
Notes: (i)Universe is all employed individuals ages 25-64. (ii) Occupation is defined by the 3 digit 1970 Census
occupation codes.

A better reference group for this particular issue is individuals residing in jobs that

are attainable for the given person. The use of occupations simply does not fit the

question. Of course, the ability to adequately determine a reference group is partially

dependent on the data, which will be described in more detail below. At this point, it

is sufficient to know that the data set for calculating reference group statistics is the

outgoing rotation groups from the Current Population Survey (CPS) from years 1981-

2005. AS large as this data set is, cell sizes become quite small quickly when dividing the

sample into subgroups. Because of this, only three delineators of reference group will be

used: year, age, and education. Education is self-explanatory, individuals with similar

levels of education will occupy similar jobs and be competing for similar jobs, all else

equal. Besides ability, the characteristic that most clearly distinguishes two individuals

with the same level of education is experience. But, when using the CPS, experience is

generally calculated as age minus education minus 16. As long as the individual is done

with her education, all of the variation across time in experience is due to getting older,

thus age can be used instead of experience and the co-linearity between experience and

education is mostly avoided.6

6Note that the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, also used and described below, it is possible to
generate more complicated measures of experience. The measure used here is the most commonly used
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It is important to note that any individual who is a member of a given individual’s

reference group defined by occupation or by Akerlof and Yellen’s (1990) should also be

a member of the reference group as defined here. In Akerlof and Yellen, they claim that

an individual’s conception of a fair wage will not only come from what others in the

individual’s firm earn, but also what people in other firms doing similar jobs earn. Most

likely, the metric a worker uses to decide who is similar to themselves is whether or not

they could do the job with their present education, ability, skills, experience and the

like. Comparing only within occupation is also a subset of the comparisons contained in

this reference group. To the extent that people within a given set of occupations will,

on average, share similar levels of education and experience, comparisons within cells

defined by these characteristics will include comparisons to other sin the same occupation.

But, as mentioned, because around half of all large pay increases entail a change of

occupation, it would be a mistake to only use the subset that work in the same occupation.

Thus, the reference group to test the promotion incentive argument will be defined by

(year,age,education) cells, with no geographic delineation. From now on, this will be

referred to as the workplace reference group, and inequality measures based on these

groups workplace inequality. How these cells are operationalized will be discussed in

more detail when the data set is introduced.

Consumption emulation, on the other hand, requires a quite different specification of

the reference group. Veblen’s (1899) argument is that everyone emulates the consumption

of the wealthiest members of society. Psychological research suggests, however, that this

assumption is too extreme. For most people the consumption level of the wealthy is

completely unattainable. In this case, according to psychologists, individuals will adjust

measure, but is really an indicator of potential experience, not actual experience. With the PSID, it is
possible to go back through an individual’s entire work life and calculate something much closer to actual
experience by counting the number of years (months) actually employed over an individual’s lifetime.
This was done, and although the level of experience in the data set changed somewhat, particularly for
spouses, the regression results were essentially unchanged, so the simpler measure of experience is used.
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their referent to avoid comparisons with something they can never attain (Austin 1977,

Burke 2004). In line with this research, most have taken a less extreme form of referent

choice.7 For example, Bowles and Park (2005) simply use the gini coefficient for a country.

Park (2005), in an analysis of female labor market participation, uses a measure of income

relative to a reference group defined by demographic and geographic characteristics. The

approach taken here is similar to the latter.

There are any number of ways one can delineate a reference group for consumption.

Certainly, one’s coworkers are a relevant reference group, implying the potential for a

considerable amount of overlap between the workplace reference group defined above and

any consumption reference group that might be defined. However, at least one plausible

definition of reference group does not have a significant amount of overlap with how

the workplace reference group is defined here.8 One of the most important reference

groups for consumption is surely one’s community, broadly defined. There is evidence

that neighborhoods are chosen based partly on status (Carr 2008), the car one drives is

determined by what others drive (Frank 2000), and the clothes that kids choose to wear

is determined partly by what other kids in school are wearing (Schor 1998). This all

suggests that very casual, and brief, interaction with people that a given individual may

hardly know can shape consumption decisions.

A good representation of this group of individuals would be all individuals residing in

the same region of a city. Defining the reference group as a unit as small as a census tract

ignores the fact that the census tract itself was chosen partly because of consumption

emulation motives. But, defining a region of a city as the reference group has its own

pitfalls. First, without knowing the city very well, what appears to be a reasonable

definition of a region by observable characteristics may turn out not to be. In other words,

7See (Frank 1985, Frank 2005, Frank and Levine 2007, Hopkins and Kornienko 2004, Luttmer 2005)
for examples of less extreme assumptions about referent choice in consumption choices that are not
directly relevant to the labor supply question.

8The correlation between the two measures of inequality is approximately 0.30.
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dividing a city into regions would most likely result in completely arbitrary definitions of

a region. Second, even if it did make sense to break down cities into smaller groups, this

is impossible with the data set used here. In light of these limitations, the consumption

reference group will be defined by (year,MSA,Central City) cells for MSA’s large than 1

million people. And, (year,MSA) cells for MSAs smaller than 1 million people. An MSA

is a Metropolitan Statistical Area, and is defined as any area with an urban core that has

a population greater than 50,000 residents. The delineator “Central City” is a dummy

indicating whether an individual resides in the central city of the MSA. This variable is

not recorded for smaller MSAs.

Using the MSA as a definition of a community has several advantages. First, many

daily activities involve interacting with people from different neighborhoods, with varied

consumption patterns and income. Going to the mall, the movies, or the grocery store

all involve coming into contact with people who might be judging others based on their

observable consumption patterns. Even if one does not know a single person in the grocery

store, people generally do not like going to a place where they look like they do not belong.

Second, each MSA has relatively dense data in the Current Population Survey, allowing

reliable calculation of statistics based on the characteristics of the MSA’s residents. There

are two main problems with using this measure. First, it likely over-estimates the degree of

inequality a given individual actually experiences. This is especially true for the wealthier

individuals in an MSA. While lower income residents will most likely work in areas where

the wealthier residents reside, the wealthy residents have much less reason to frequent the

areas that lower income residents do. But, Bowels and Park (2005), Frank (1985), and

Park (2005) all define their utility functions so that the effect of inequality is inversely

related to one’s income. Therefore, this feature of an MSA fits the current specifications of

consumption emulation quite well. Second, the Current Population Survey only identifies

the 57 largest MSAs in the United States prior to 1986. Therefore, prior to 1986 this
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definition of community excludes a significant number of observations.

Because the two existing hypotheses, promotion incentive and consumption emulation,

have very different reference group specifications, using two measures of inequality that

are not highly correlated allows the regression analysis to differentiate between the op-

posing hypotheses. It also provides the ability to more accurately describe the differences

between subgroups within the sample. Specifically, how the effect of the two measures of

income inequality varies between salaried and hourly workers,9 and how the magnitude

of the estimated coefficients on inequality varies across the income distribution. It turns

out that all three of these features are important.

B. The Reflection Problem

Besides the definition of reference groups, the other main methodological issue is dealing

with the Reflection Problem. The Reflection Problem is a term coined by Manski (1993),

and is simply a problem of correlation versus causation, or endogeneity bias, depending

on how the problem is framed. For example, when we see a group of teenagers, all of

whom smoke, we are faced with the following conundrum: are they friends because they

smoke or does a given group member smoke because the individual’s friends–the reference

group–smoke? That is, it is difficult to disentangle whether a group of individuals share

an observable behavior or characteristic because they intentionally joined a group of

people that exhibit the same behavior or characteristic, or if the given individual exhibits

a behavior or characteristic because other group members do, but the individual is a

member of the group of wholly different reasons. If the former is true, then a regression

estimating the effect of reference group behavior on individual behavior is capturing

correlation, not causation. If the latter is true, then it is causation, not correlation.

The formal specification of the reflection problem laid out in Manski (1993) techni-

9This approach is also used by Kuhn and Lozano (2008).
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cally only applies to a regression that regresses an individual’s outcome on the mean of

that outcome in the individual’s reference group. In this case, it technically only applies

if the regression equation specified below were regressed individual labor supply on mean

reference group labor supply. Manski demonstrates that the coefficient on mean group

behavior is only identified under a certain set of conditions. In a nutshell, if mean group

behavior is a linear function of unmeasurable group characteristics and/or mean group

behavior is uncorrelated with the same unobservable group characteristics, then the co-

efficient on mean group behavior is not identified. If the reference group is correctly

specified for the behavior in question, then any observable characteristics of the reference

group should be correlated with the unobservable characteristics in the error term, other-

wise there is no reason to claim that the individual is a member of that group. The real

concern is whether mean group behavior is a linear function of unobservable characteris-

tics. Of course, the chance of anything being a perfect linear function of another variable

is very, very small. But, if it holds in approximation then identification is weak, and the

closer the correlation is to a linear relationship the weaker identification becomes.

This problem is attenuated somewhat when the variable measuring reference group

behavior is either a higher order moment of reference group behavior, such as the standard

deviation instead of the mean, or if the variable measuring reference group behavior is

not the same as the individual behavior being measured. In this case, the reference group

variables are measures of income inequality, and the individual variable is labor supply.

However, the essential point of the argument still stands. In the absence of the ability to

control for self-selection into groups, there is always the possibility that the coefficient on

the reference group variable(s) will suffer from the reflection problem. And unfortunately,

most of the time the coefficient will be biased upwards, over estimating the true causal

impact of reference group behavior on individual behavior.

There are any number of proposed solutions to this problem, depending on the struc-
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ture of the data set.10 There are two commonly used methods for panel data. The first,

proposed by Durlauf (2004), utilizes the fact that in some applications the individual will

choose to change reference groups (e.g. changing neighborhoods). This information can

be used to determine an individual’s preferences over certain group characteristics. The

second method is fixed effects, which will be used here (2004). There are a lot of well

known draw backs to fixed effects. In this application, one of these drawbacks is poten-

tially problematic. For fixed effects to adequately control for reference group selection, it

must be the case that the process by which individuals choose their group is stable over

time. If it is not, then we must be able to control for the set of processes that might not

be stable. However, given that a simple mean of group behavior is not being used as a

measure of group behavior, this particular issue will most likely not arise. Additionally,

some variables that represent an individual’s location in her life-cycle will be included,

such as age.

C. Endogeneity Issues

The second of the potential endogeneity issues could also bias the coefficient on the

measures of inequality. The purpose of this paper is to identify any causal link running

from wage inequality to labor supply. But, the distribution of income is also a result of

labor supply decisions. This is particularly true for wage workers if the distribution of

weekly or yearly income is used. To avoid this problem, the distribution of hourly wages

will be used. This is no immediate effect on the wage distribution when hours worked

changes.

There is a second potential endogeneity issue, however. If it is the case that working

longer hours increases the probability of a promotion, then hours worked partially de-

termines the wage distribution in the future. From an econometric standpoint, this does

10See Brock and Durlauf (2001a), Brock and Durlauf (2001b), and Durlauf (2004) for a comprehensive
review of the issue.
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not pose a problem unless workers take into account their future impact on the wage

distribution. This is implausible, and thus is not a concern. But, even if it were plausible

we would not expect it to be a problem. When an individual gets a promotion, for the

most part, they are moving from one job with a well defined and stable relative pay to

another. The wage distribution does not change when individuals change jobs, the only

thing that changes is the recipient of the wage income. The wage distribution is largely

determined independently of who specifically occupies the job. If this were not true, then

Lazear and Rosen’s tournament model would not be applicable at all, and much of the

literature on the effect of inequality would be unfounded.

III. Data and Descriptive Statistics

The analysis presented below uses two data sets: the outgoing rotation groups from the

Current Population Survey (CPS), and the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). The

data for calculating descriptive statistics of overall labor supply patterns and for calculat-

ing reference group statistics comes from the CPS. The CPS only asks about usual weekly

work hours and earnings in the fourth and eighth month that a household participates

in the survey. The outgoing rotation groups pull out all households in their fourth or

eight month in a given year, and compiles them into one data set. There are three main

reasons for doing this. First, this method provides more detailed information on work

hours and earnings. Second, the data set is much larger than the March Supplement, the

alternative source within the CPS for this type of data. Third, although Census data is

much larger and carries the same information, there is not a publicly available version

of the Census that has individual data and includes the MSA as a geographic identifier.

Third, the CPS is collected yearly, unlike the Census.

The data used for the regression analysis comes from the Panel Study of Income

Dynamics (PSID). The PSID is a panel data set covering a group of households chosen
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in 1968, and expands each year to include all households that evolved from the original

set. The survey was administered once a year until 1997, and every other year since.

The PSID is used for a number of reasons. First, it is a time-series data set. This is

an advantage because all of the studies mentioned above that use micro data and have

a time-series component use quasi-panels constructed from the CPS. Because of this,

individual fixed effects cannot be used, making it impossible to control for individual

specific but unmeasurable characteristics, most importantly those that describe how an

individual chooses a reference group. Second, because the PSID is relatively small and

administered infrequently, there are very few missing or otherwise unusable observations

relative to the CPS (as a share of the total number of observations). Finally, it has very

good income and hours data. The version of the PSID used here has additional geographic

identifiers not included in the publicly available version. These identifiers allow the PSID

to be linked to the CPS by Metropolitan Statistical Area.

The analysis covers years 1981-2005. The final data set has a total of 42,936 observa-

tions. The primary source of lost observations comes from linking the PSID with the CPS

data. Community level inequality is calculated by Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA).

Prior to 1986, the CPS only identified the largest 57 MSAs in the U.S.. From 1986-2005,

all MSA’s that have observations are identified, but any household that either does not

reside in an MSA or resides in an MSA that was not included in the CPS can not be

matched either. Also, there are some missing observations for either age or education.

This accounts for the slightly smaller data set when using work inequality instead of

occupational inequality.

Figure 1 shows mean weekly work hours for all employed men and women ages 25-64,

respectively, from 1981-2005 based on the CPS. As is clear, mean weekly work hours

remained essentially unchanged for men, but increased somewhat for women. From fig-

ure 2, we can see that the rise in mean work hours for women is a result of the small
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increase in the share of women working at least 49 hours per week, and the somewhat

larger decrease in the share of women working full-time, indicated by the downward slop-

ing line for the share of women working less than 35 hours per week. In other words,

for women the distribution of work hours conditional on being employed shifted to the

right, but maintains a similar shape. The story is different for men. Mean weekly work

hours for men have remained essentially unchanged since 1981. However, the share of

men working at least 49 hours has increased considerably. In 1981, the share was 15%.

This increased steadily to just under 23% in 1999, then declined somewhat to 2005. At

its peak, the share increased by roughly 53%.

Figure 1. Mean weekly work hours by gender: 1981-2005

Source: Author’s calculations based on the Current Population Survey.
Notes: (i) Data covers years 1981-2005, excluding 1998, 2000, 2002, and 2004. (ii) Universe is all employed individuals
ages 25-64.

The essential message of figure 2 is that both men and women experienced significant

changes in labor supply patterns over this time, but the patterns of change are quite

different. Women simply worked more. Both the share of women working at least 35
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Figure 2. Share of individuals working long or short hours by gender: 1981-2005

Source: Author’s calculations based on the Current Population Survey.
Notes: (i) Data covers years 1981-2005, excluding 1998, 2000, 2002, and 2004. (ii) Universe is all employed individuals
ages 25-64.

hours and the share of women working at least 49 hours increased. Male labor supply, on

the other hand, became more unequal. The majority of the increase in the share of men

working long hours came in the 1980’s and early 1990’s. At the same time, the share of

men working short hours was also growing, albeit much slower.

It is likely the case that the reasons driving changes in the share of men working

long hours and in the share of women working full-time are driven by somewhat different

processes, or at least require separate analyses. This does not mean that the phenomena

are not linked. There is likely some substitution of female work hours for male work

hours within households, though Juhn and Murhpy (1997) and Devereux (2004) suggest

that this substitution is limited. It does mean that it is inappropriate the run a single

regression with data on both men and women. For the sake of comparability with Kuhn

and Lozano (2008), the data will be limited to employed men ages 25-64. This limitation
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yields the number of observations discussed above. The alternative is to focus on house-

hold heads. But, it would be improper to combine single and married parents together in

one regression, and in the PSID there are very few instances of married female household

heads. Thus, limiting the data to non-single household heads effectively limits the data

to married men.

Table 2 shows mean weekly work hours by quantiles of MSA inequality. There is a

clear upward trend in the share of men working working long as the degree of inequality

within an MSA increases. Also, the share of men working short hours is higher in the

higher inequality MSAs. Given that mean work hours is constant across all ten quantiles,

the degree of dispersion in labor supply increases as the degree of wage inequality increases

within an MSA. It is also the case that higher inequality MSAs have lower unemployment

rates. This last point is important, and we will return to it later.

Table 2. Hours Statistics by Quantiles of MSA Inequality

Quantile Work>=49 Work<35 Weekly Hours Unemployment
1 0.150 0.061 42.105 0.064
2 0.166 0.060 42.427 0.061
3 0.173 0.061 42.473 0.058
4 0.174 0.064 42.405 0.049
5 0.188 0.068 42.600 0.046
6 0.199 0.063 42.810 0.044
7 0.202 0.065 42.816 0.045
8 0.200 0.067 42.712 0.044
9 0.201 0.066 42.730 0.042
10 0.205 0.070 42.690 0.041

Source: Author’s calculations based on the Current Population Survey.
Notes: (i) Data covers years 1981-2005, excluding 1998, 2000, 2002, and 2004. (ii) Universe for hours statistics is all
employed men ages 25-64. (iii) Universe for unemployment rate is all individuals ages 25-64 residing in the MSA who are
in the labor force.

Table 3 shows similar trends to table 2. Each row represents a work place reference

group, delineated by age and education. There are four education groups: high school

diploma or less, some college including an associate’s degree, bachelor’s degree, and an

advanced degree. There are four age groups: 24 to 34, 35 to 44, 45 to 54, and 55 to
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65. The table is organized according to inequality within workplace reference groups,

measured by the standard deviation of real wages in 1981 dollars. As we move down the

table, we move to workplace reference groups with increasing levels of inequality. The

share of men working long hours increases with the level of inequality, though the trend

is not nearly as clear as with MSA inequality. There is no clear trend with the share of

men working short hours. And, again, the level of unemployment seems to decrease as

the level of inequality increases. The primary difference between the two tables is that

there is noticeable variation in mean hours worked across work groups. Men ages 35 to 44

with an advanced degree work the most, with average weekly work hours of 45.08. This

is followed closely by men ages 45-54 with an advanced degree, who work an average of

45.06 hours per week. The group with the lowest work hours are men ages 55-65 with a

high school diploma or less. They only work an average of 40.5 hours per week.

The inverse relationship between unemployment on the one hand, and inequality and

the share of men working long hours on the other is potentially important for three rea-

sons. First, efficiency wage models of unemployment such as Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984)

and Bowles (2004) argue that unemployment has a disciplining effect on workers. The

higher the level of unemployment, the higher the probability that, if a worker becomes

unemployed, they will not be able to find a new job. This induces workers to provide

higher levels of effort and/or work hours. The inverse relationship between inequality and

unemployment rules out the possibility that inequality is picking up the effect of unem-

ployment in regressions that fail to control for it, such as the work of Kuhn and Lozano.

To directly address this problem, reference group unemployment will be included in the

regressions as well as reference group wage inequality.

Second, it may also suggest that the demand constraints workers face when choosing

their work hours are less likely to be binding in groups where inequality is high. Some

researchers have both pointed out that demand constraints, or employer preferences over
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their workers’ work hours, can bias estimated wage elasticities towards zero (Altonji and

Paxson 1988, William T. Dickens 1993, Kahn and Lang 1991). The same problem can

apply to the estimated coefficient on measures of inequality. Stewart and Swaffield (1997)

report that 47.2% of employed British men ages 21-64 desire to work fewer hours than

they do. And also that “60% of male full-time employees identified fear of losing their

job as an important reason for working longer hours than they used to and 47% said

that ‘their employer takes advantage of the fact that people are afraid of losing their

jobs’(Stewart and Swaffield 1997, p524-5)(quotation marks in original).” The second

point, that workers work longer hours to avoid job loss is an important insight. First, it

suggests that workers also believe that work hours are a signal of effort expended at a

job. It also suggests that the fact that 47.2% of male workers want to work fewer hours

does not necessarily reflect a hard constraint imposed on the worker by the employer,

but rather reflects constraints imposed on them by their environment. One of these

constraints could be a desire to work less but the employer is unwilling. It could also

reflect a desire to work less but the worker cannot because she needs a promotion, or she

needs the money to maintain consumption, or she is afraid of losing her job. Because

all that is needed for the estimation is that workers have some freedom of choice at

the margin, even if the full 47.2% of workers who want to work fewer hours face a hard

constraint imposed by their boss, that still leaves 52.8% of the population who is satisfied

with their work hours choices. Thus, identification may be weak, but it is still possible.

Third, for workplace reference groups it could simply reflect the breadth of how work-

place reference groups are defined here. If occupation as a reference group is at one end of

the breadth spectrum, using (age,education) cells is at the other. The “correct” definition

certainly lies somewhere in between. However, identifying the single correct measure is a

futile effort. Thus, the broad measure of (age,education) cells and the narrow measure of

occupation cells will be used to bracket the results. The problem with the broad measure
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is that the dispersion in types of jobs an individual can hold increases with the level of

education and experience. For example, the group with the highest level of inequality

is men ages 55-65 with an advanced degree. This group could potentially run the entire

range of potential employment relationships, it could include substitute teachers as well

as wall street analysts, semi-retired individuals as well as men making a last ditch effort

to increase their retirement savings. If this is the case, it is not surprising that the dis-

persion of work hours increases as inequality increases. Kuhn and Lozano discuss this

issue when moving from two digit occupation groups to three digit occupations. They

rule out the possibility that the results they find are driven entirely by how broadly they

define an occupation. This suggests that a similar result may hold here.

Bell and Freeman (2001) and Kuhn and Lozano (2008) base their analyses on occu-

pations. For the sake of comparability, table 4 repeats the exercise in tables 2 and 3 by

quantiles of occupation inequality measured by the standard deviation of wages within

an occupation. Again, occupations are sorted into 10 quantiles based on the degree of

wage inequality within the occupation. There is a clear trend towards higher shares of

men working long hours and longer mean hours as occupational wage inequality increases.

There is also a clear downward trend in mean occupational unemployment as inequality

increases. Therefore, by defining the workplace reference group more narrowly, the trends

that are present for both MSAs and (age,education) groups are magnified. This suggests

that comparing the estimated coefficients on occupation inequality and (age,education)

inequality does in fact resemble an upper bound and a lower bound on the effect on

inequality.

IV. Regressions

Table 5 contains variable names and their definitions. With one exception, all of the

regressions contain the same basic set of variables: the logarithm of own wage, the log-
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Table 4. Hours statistics by quantiles of occupational inequality

Quantile Work>=49 Work<35 Weekly Hours Unemployment
1 0.108 0.127 40.550 0.087
2 0.103 0.077 41.029 0.078
3 0.127 0.076 41.497 0.067
4 0.145 0.065 41.996 0.063
5 0.145 0.050 42.225 0.054
6 0.178 0.056 42.620 0.048
7 0.224 0.053 43.300 0.037
8 0.247 0.047 43.820 0.028
9 0.304 0.054 44.426 0.032
10 0.239 0.071 43.307 0.038

Source: Author’s calculations based on the Current Population Survey.
Notes: (i) Data covers years 1981-2005, excluding 1998, 2000, 2002, and 2004. (ii) Universe for hours statistics is all
employed men ages 25-64. (iii) Universe for unemployment rate is all individuals ages 25-64 residing in the occupation
who are in the labor force.

arithm of age, the standard deviation of wages within the individual’s work reference

group, the standard deviation of wages within the individual’s MSA, own log wage in-

teracted with work group inequality, own log wage interacted with MSA inequality, work

group unemployment, and MSA unemployment. The one exception is regression 2 in

table 6, which replaces work group inequality with occupation inequality. This provides

an idea of how the results differ when occupation is used as the promotion incentive

reference group instead of (age,education) cells.

Table 5. Regression variable names and definitions

Variable Definition
logwage The logarithm of the real wage in 1981 dollars
logage The logarithm of the individual’s age
worksd The standard deviation of real wages within (age,education) cells
commsd The standard deviation of real wages within MSA
occsd The standard deviation of real wages within 3 digit Census occupations
workunemp The unemployment rate within (age,education) cells
communemp The unemployment rate within MSA
occunemp The unemployment rate within occupations
grwage The growth rate of the real wage

Table 6 contains the results of the fixed effects regressions of all employed men ages

25-64 from years 1981 to 2005. The first regression contains worksd, the standard de-
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viation of wages within (age,education) cells. The second regression contains occsd, the

standard deviation of wages within occupations. Neither the direct effect of worksd nor

occsd are statistically significant at any conventional level. But, they do have opposite

signs: the coefficient on worksd is negative while the coefficient on occsd is positive.

The interaction term for worksd is significant and negative while the interaction term for

occsd is essentially zero and insignificant. To properly interpret the effect of workplace

inequality and occupation inequality, respectively, with the presence of interaction terms

requires testing the linear combination of the coefficient on worksd and worksdxwage,

and occsd and occsdxwage, evaluated at the mean of wage. This is done in the second

panel of table 6.

The marginal effect of the linear combination of the coefficients on worksd and works-

dxwage evaluated at the mean of the real wage is significant at the 10% level and negative.

This remains true when work group unemployment is added. However, in both cases the

marginal effect is quite small, implying that a one unit increase in the standard deviation

of the real wage decreases weekly work hours by 0.002 hours. Given that the standard

deviation of wages is approximately 8, that amounts to an almost 13% increase. The lin-

ear combination of the coefficients on occsd and occsdxwage is insignificant and positive.

This also remains true when occupation unemployment is added. What is particularly

interesting about the fourth regression, with occupation inequality and unemployment, is

the statistically significant negative coefficient on occupation unemployment. This result

is exactly the opposite of the pattern found in table 4, where higher inequality occupations

had lower unemployment and longer work hours. A detailed explanation of the negative

coefficient is beyond the scope of this paper. All that matters is that unemployment, a

simple measure of demand constraints a given worker might face, has almost no effect on

the estimated coefficients on the various measures of inequality.

The other relevant piece of information this set of regressions generates is the potential
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Table 6. Fixed effects regression for employed men

Worksd Occsd Worksd Occsd

logwage −0.013859∗∗∗ −0.012166∗∗∗ −0.013802∗∗∗ −0.012096∗∗∗

(0.001678) (0.001700) (0.001680) (0.001701)
logage 0.122879∗∗∗ 0.086221∗∗∗ 0.122292∗∗∗ 0.082022∗∗∗

(0.018498) (0.016608) (0.019598) (0.017028)
commincsd −0.001850∗ −0.001941∗ −0.001786∗ −0.001950∗

(0.000764) (0.000779) (0.000765) (0.000779)
commincsdxwage 0.000007 −0.000008∗ 0.000007 −0.000008∗

(0.000004) (0.000003) (0.000004) (0.000003)
communemp −0.177367 0.048005

(0.092828) (0.094230)
worksd −0.001719 −0.001817∗

(0.000902) (0.000916)
worksdxwage −0.000009∗ −0.000009∗

(0.000004) (0.000004)
workunemp 0.063981

(0.077187)
occsd 0.000385 0.000255

(0.000660) (0.000662)
occsdxwage 0.000004 0.000004

(0.000004) (0.000004)
occunemp −0.163592∗∗∗

(0.048770)
Constant 3.384731∗∗∗ 3.490935∗∗∗ 3.391937∗∗∗ 3.513019∗∗∗

(0.061615) (0.055626) (0.067354) (0.058431)
N 37930 41362 37930 41362

Table 6b: Marginal Effects of Linear Combination of Direct Effect and Interaction

Marg. Effect Marg. Effect Marg. Effect Marg. Effect
Variables (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.)

worksd −0.001964∗∗ −0.002063∗∗

(0.00089) (0.000913)
occsd 0.000493 0.000365

(0.000655) (0.000658)

Source: Author’s calculations based on the Panel Study of Income Dynamics linked to the Current Population Survey.
Notes: (i) Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, *** 1%. (ii) Universe is all employed men ages 25-64. (iii) Marginal effects
for the linear combinations are evaluated at the mean of the real wage.

bias that defining a reference group too broadly might generate. If the projections stated

above are correct, then the coefficients on worksd and worksdxwage represent an “upper”

bound on the effect of inequality. The coefficients on occsd and occsdxwage represent

a “lower” bound. The coefficients do match this pattern, regardless of the inclusion of

unemployment. For the remainder of the paper, worksd and worksdxwage will be used.

It may over-estimate the effect of inequality in a negative direction, but all remaining

regressions were also run using occupation and the estimated coefficients on occsd and

occsdxwage, as well as their linear combination are never significantly greater than zero.
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Table 7. Fixed effects regression for employed men

All Full-time Salaried Hourly
Coef. Coef. Coef. Coef.

(Std. Err.) (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.)

logwage −0.013802∗∗∗ −0.013944∗∗∗ −0.016705∗∗∗ 0.075211∗∗∗

(0.001680) (0.001370) (0.001656) (0.011247)
logage 0.122292∗∗∗ 0.120702∗∗∗ 0.147198∗∗∗ 0.094962∗∗

(0.019598) (0.015906) (0.024981) (0.030708)
worksd −0.001817∗ −0.000440 −0.000754 −0.004575∗

(0.000916) (0.000745) (0.000965) (0.002235)
commincsd −0.001786∗ −0.001525∗ −0.001888∗ 0.000244

(0.000765) (0.000619) (0.000917) (0.001416)
worksdxwage −0.000009∗ 0.000000 −0.000007∗ 0.000083

(0.000004) (0.000003) (0.000003) (0.000116)
commincsdxwage 0.000007 0.000002 0.000004 −0.000193∗

(0.000004) (0.000003) (0.000003) (0.000084)
workunemp 0.063981 0.026750 0.223196∗ −0.058238

(0.077187) (0.062281) (0.096631) (0.116074)
communemp −0.177367 −0.175749∗ 0.028974 −0.314607∗

(0.092828) (0.075279) (0.118222) (0.138015)
Constant 3.391937∗∗∗ 3.413117∗∗∗ 3.330802∗∗∗ 3.298938∗∗∗

(0.067354) (0.054649) (0.085822) (0.104272)
N 37930 36941 17183 20655

Table 7b: Marginal Effects of Linear Combination of Direct Effect and Interaction

Marg. Effect Marg. Effect Marg. Effect Marg. Effect
Variables (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.) (Std. Err.)

worksd −0.002063∗∗ −0.000453 −0.001069 −0.003486∗

(0.000913) (0.000742) (0.000964) (0.001959)
commincsd −0.001597∗∗ −0.001481∗∗ −0.001691∗ −0.002288∗

(0.000765) (0.000619) (0.000919) (0.001264)

Source: Author’s calculations based on the Panel Study of Income Dynamics linked to the Current Population Survey.
Notes: (i) Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, *** 1%. (ii) Universe is all employed men ages 25-64. (iii) Regression 2 limits
the universe to all full-time employed men. (iv) Regression 3 limits the sample to all salaried men. (v) Regression V limits
the sample to all hourly men. (vi) Marginal effects of the linear combinations are evaluated at the mean of the real wage.

Table 7 contains the remaining regressions using only worksd and worksdxwage in-

stead of occsd and occsdxwage, as well as the remaining variables in table 5. The first

column is identical to the second column in table 6. The coefficients on commincsd and

comminsdxwage, not discussed above, are the other important variables. The coefficient

on commincsd is negative and significant, but practically speaking very small. The co-

efficient on the interaction comminsdxwage is significant and positive, suggesting that

the strength of the effect of community inequality increases with the individual’s wage.

The linear combination of commincsd + commincsdxwage evaluated at the mean of the

wage is negative and significant, and also very small. At least with full-time workers,
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no support is found for either the consumption emulation or the promotion incentive

hypotheses.

The inclusion of part-time workers, however, may bias the coefficient on the inequality

variables downwards. If part-time workers are concentrated in high inequality industries,

then the coefficient on inequality will reflect this compositional effect, and hide the impact

of inequality on full-time workers. Whether this bias is a problem is difficult to say. If

most part-time workers are part-time for reasons independent of the incentives present

in the labor market, then the bias they might create is a problem. Of course, this line

of argument could apply to any worker. A worker working 53 hours a week may have

worked more had she not had some constraint on her work hours independent of the labor

market. But, it is reasonable to expect that the incidence of workers who are constrained

in their work hours because of factors outside of the labor market is much higher among

part-time workers, and that the potential bias this creates in unwanted.

The second column in table 7 limits the sample to full-time men. Three changes

occur, though the qualitative results are identical. First, the coefficients on both worksd

and commincsd get larger, but remain negative. This suggests that part-time workers

are non-randomly distributed across groups, and concentrated in high inequality groups.

Second, the effect of workplace unemployment decreases by about 60%. This is not

surprising given that it is well established that men who are employed full-time are the

least responsive group to labor market conditions (Blundell and MaCurdy 1999). Finally,

the marginal effect of the linear combination of worksd and worksdxwage evaluated at

the mean wage decreases by about 80%. It remains negative, but is now insignificant.

Overall, the results are surprisingly stable when part-time workers are removed.

The third and fourth columns of table 7 divide the sample between salaried and hourly

men. This distinction highlights the key difference between the empirical predictions of

the promotion incentive and the consumption emulation arguments. The promotion
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incentive argument hinges on the idea that longer work hours act as a signal of high

effort. This is for one main reason: working hours over and above the minimum required

acts as a gift to the employer. The employer then reciprocates with a promotion. But,

the clarity of the signal is dampened considerably for hourly workers. If output and effort

are unobservable, then hourly workers have an incentive to work slowly and maximize the

number of hours they put in to maximize their income, not to demonstrate their work

effort to the manager. Of course, some hourly workers may be signalling their effort by

working long hours, but this behavior will get lost among the hourly workers who are

working longer hours to earn more money in the short run.

The consumption emulation argument, on the other hand, predicts something quite

different. Because hourly workers can earn more money in the short run by working longer

hours, they should be at least as responsive to community inequality as salaried workers.

Salaried workers may also respond to community inequality. If the consumption emula-

tion argument dominates in the regressions, it does not mean work hours are not a signal

of effort, and that salaried workers do not work long hours in order to get a promotion.

It simply means that, when they do this, they are not responding to workplace monetary

incentives, but rather community consumption patterns. Therefore, salaried workers may

work longer hours to get a promotion in order to consume more. But, this effect should

be attenuated somewhat by the long-run nature of this behavior. Therefore, with the

sample divided between salaried and hourly workers, we have two clear predictions: if the

promotion incentive argument is correct, then the coefficient on worksd[salaried] should

be larger than worksd[hourly], and the marginal effect of the linear combination should

be larger for salaried workers than hourly workers, and ideally the coefficients on worksd

and the linear combination should be positive for salaried workers. If the consumption

emulation argument is correct, then the coefficient on commincsd[hourly] should be at

least as large as the coefficient on commincsd[salaried], the linear combination of com-
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mincsd and commincsdxwage should be at least as large for hourly workers than salaried,

and ideally the coefficient on commincsd and the linear combination should be positive

for hourly workers.

The coefficient on worksd for salaried workers is much larger than it is for hourly

workers, however it is still negative. The marginal effect of the linear combination of

worksd + worksdxwage is also considerably larger, but it too remains negative. Salaried

workers decrease their work hours less than hourly work hours when the level of inequal-

ity increases. This is support of the promotion incentive hypothesis, however it is very

weak support given that the coefficient on inequality, which should be positive, remains

negative. The coefficient on commincsd switches from significant and negative to insignif-

icant and slightly positive. The marginal effect of the linear combination of commincsd

+ commincsdxwage, however, becomes even more negative. This is due to the significant

decrease in the estimated coefficient on the interaction term. The effect of inequality

decreases as the wage increases for hourly workers. This is consistent with the way that

Frank (1985) and most of the others cited already specify the effect of consumption ex-

ternalities, but given that it only holds for hourly workers, it is most likely the case that

something else is going on, and that this result is not driven by concavity of the utility

function.

Finally, the coefficients on workunemp and communemp show a very interesting pat-

tern. The effect of unemployment is exactly the opposite between salaried and hourly

workers. For salaried workers, the coefficient on workunemp is positive and significant,

while the coefficient on communemp is also positive but insignificant. For hourly workers,

the coefficient on workunemp is negative and insignificant, while the coefficient on com-

munemp is negative and significant. This is an interesting result, and can potentially help

explain the differences between the results found here and those found by other authors,

in particular Kuhn and Lozano (2008).
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V. Explaining the Inconsistencies

In short, the results found here are almost exactly the opposite of those found everywhere

else. Bell and Freeman (2001) find that occupation level inequality increases mean occu-

pation work hours. Bowles and Park (2005) find that country level inequality increases

mean country work hours. And, Kuhn and Lozano (2008) also find that occupation level

inequality increases work hours, though unlike Bell and Freeman their sample is limited

to the U.S.. Here it is found that, at best, the effect of inequality is zero, and is more

likely slightly negative. The question is, why are the results so different?

Most importantly, very different data sets are used. Bell and Freeman use a cross-

section occupation level data set from Germany and the U.S.. Bowles and Park use

a country level panel data set from OECD countries. And, Kuhn and Lozano use the

CPS collapsed to the occupation level as well. For Bowles and Park, the difficulty lies

in controlling for unobservable country specific institutions. But, regardless, it is always

possible that what holds across countries will not hold within a country. This does

not always imply that the explanation provided for the cross country results is incorrect,

simply because the effect cannot be found within one of the countries in the cross country

sample.

For Bell and Freeman, and more importantly, Kuhn and Lozano, there are a num-

ber of potential pitfalls. First, table 4, which breaks down various hours statistics by

quantiles of occupation wage inequality, shows that the promotion incentive does hold

in cross-section. Higher inequality occupations had both higher mean work hours and

a greater share of men working long hours. The problem is that both work hours and

wages are a function of the underlying institutional environment. From table 3, which

breaks down hours statistics by workplace reference groups, we see that higher educa-

tion individuals work in higher inequality environments. This would also suggest that

the higher inequality occupations are populated by higher education individuals. The
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problem this presents is that there is going to be considerably more variation in, for ex-

ample, the work arrangements of financial analysts across the U.S. then for janitors. On

the whole, it seems reasonable to expect that the work arrangements for hourly workers

will be much more standardized across occupations then for salaried workers. And, that

work arrangements for occupations dominated by high education individuals, who are

primarily salaried, are much less standardized across individuals within an occupation

than for all other workers. This patterns implies a positive coefficient on occupation or

work group inequality when the dependent variable is mean hours of the respective group.

By using a fixed effects panel regression, identification comes from changes within a

given individual, not differences in the mean across larger subgroups. This eliminates the

potential for the results to be driven entirely by differing institutional arrangements across

occupations or workplace reference groups. Clearly, this has a big impact. The findings

of other researchers are completely reversed. Additionally, fixed effects help solve the

reflection problem. If individuals who are driven entirely by the level of income are also

workaholics, then they will be concentrated in occupations with high earnings potential.

This is not someone finding herself in an occupation, and then choosing to work long

hours because of the monetary incentives she faces. This is someone who actively sought

an occupation that would allow them to work long hours and get a high income in return.

These individuals, again, are likely drawn towards high inequality occupations and work

groups with high levels of education. Further, these occupations are generally clustered

in the larger metropolitan areas. Thus, by limiting the sample to only MSAs, and then

using fixed effects, the bias that this creates is also eliminated.

The remaining criticism of the approach taken here is that a fixed effects panel regres-

sion with hours as the dependent variable simply does not capture the same patterns as

Kuhn and Lozano’s approach of regressing the share of individuals working long hours in

an occupation the degree of wage inequality in the occupation. The panel data equivalent
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of such an approach is to use a logit model where the dependent variable is whether an

individual works at least 49 hours. This was done, though the results are not printed

here. There are no qualitative differences between the results of the fixed effects regres-

sions with work hours as the dependent variable and the logit model. The results found

here appear to be quite robust, with standing changes to both the sample used, the

specification of reference group, and estimation strategy.

VI. Conclusion

The idea that Americans are overworked is not a myth. It just takes a different form,

relative to our own historical precedent, than what is commonly believed. It is not

that mean work hours are steadily rising, but rather that the incidence of individuals,

particularly men, who work at least 49 hours per week or no more than 35 hours per week

is rising. This lead to an increase in the dispersion of work hours for men ages 25-64 over

the last 30 years. Simultaneously, income wage inequality has also increased considerably.

An explosion of theoretical and experimental work suggests that there may be a causal

link running from changes in the income distribution to the observed changes in labor

supply, especially if worker effort and labor supply are positively correlated. This paper

adds to the literature examinining the possibility of a causal link running from income

inequality to labor supply.

Thus far, there are not but a small hand full of papers that attempt to explicitly link

income inequality to labor supply. Broadly, they fall under two distinct categories. One

line of research is based on Lazear and Rosen’s (1981) tournament model of the firm.

In this model, the marginal utility of effort is determined by the income distribution.

The wider the distribution, the greater the marginal utility of effort, the more effort

a worker provides. In the real world where effort and output might be unobservable,

workers devise a signal of effort. One likely candidate is labor supply. Thus, an increase
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in income inequality raises the marginal return to being promoted, so workers work longer

hours. The second strand of research is based on Veblen’s (1899) consumption emulation

hypothesis. Veblen argues that the consumption standards of a given individual are

partially determined by the consumption standard of the individual’s reference group.

Depending on how the reference group is defined, when inequality increases, individual

consumption relative to the reference group decreases. To make up for the loss in utility,

individuals consume more.

In order to test the competing hypotheses, it is crucial that the researcher be able

to disentangle workplace inequality for the promotion incentive hypothesis from social

group inequality for the consumption emulation hypothesis. To the author’s knowledge,

this is the first paper that is able to accomplish this. This is also the first paper to use

a true micro panel data set to estimate the effect of inequality. Specifically, the Current

Population Survey is used to calculate statistics on workplace and social (community)

reference groups. This information is linked to the Panel Study of Income Dynamics

using a set of geographic identifiers not publicly available. For the promotion incentive,

the PSID is linked to the CPS by occupation as a lower bound and (age,education) cells

as an upper bound of the degree of inequality a given worker experiences. For community

inequality, large cities are divided into the urban core and the outlying areas, and merged

onto the PSID this way. Smaller cities are left intact and merged on in this way. The

definition of a city used here is the Metropolitan Statistical Area.

Briefly, little support is found for either the promotion incentive or the consumption

emulation hypothesis. For all employed men ages 25-64, the effect of both types of

inequality is negative. This remains the case when the sample is limited to only full-time

men. When the sample is divided between salaried and hourly workers, some support

is found for both hypotheses, though it is weak at best. Namely, the coefficient on

workplace inequality is smaller for hourly workers than salaried workers. This reflects
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the difficulty hourly workers have in using work hours as a signal of effort since they get

paid for all the hours they work. And, the coefficient on community inequality is slightly

larger for hourly workers than salaried workers, reflecting the ability of hourly workers to

increase their income in the short run. However, in all cases they remain negative. The

conclusion is that differences in the level of inequality do not determine differences in

hours worked. It is most likely the case that there are underlying institutional differences

between, in particular, workplace groups that jointly determine both the distribution

of work hours and the distribution of wages in that group. Specifically, the share of

men working long hours increases with both the level of wage inequality and the level

of education in the reference group. Because highly educated individuals have a wider

range of job opportunities, they also have the least amount of standardization across

work environments. This is reflected by the positive correlation between wage inequality

and labor supply in the cross-section.
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